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Interest
mGcoming
'The

College of Wooster
welcomes Its alumni for the
54th year of Homecoming
festivities : this weekend.
The occasion will be
marked by the usual special events and athletic contests, but this year, as
noted by Director of

students in the designing
of decorations and floats,
for example..
The alumni have regretted the fact that these
Ttbings have fallen by the
wayside, states Arn. He
feels that although thestu- dents qualms about the
--

"superficial
nature- of
such things as the selection
of a queen may be valid,
-

Alumni Relations Ed Arn,

preparations for Homecoming have been characterized by a minimum of
student interest.:
At Wooster, as well as
at: many colleges nationwide, The tendency today
is to '.do. awayr with " the
traditional,' says Arn.
The regrettable tendency
is not to have anything to
replace it."
In past years, he recalls,
"the involvement of the
students has been intense,
and rightfully so.
The

arrival of Homecoming inspired imagination, work,
and creativity among the
,

'

should do
the students
everything they can' to
make the weekend inter- esting fortheexpectedlOOO
returning alumni.
Those events which remain a part of the Homecoming schedule, and most
have, are the result of a
joint effort by the Alumni
Relations staff and the students involved in the Homecoming Committee. Oneof
the most Important is the

13th annual alumni assem-

bly to be held Saturday,
morning. For the 12th year,
distinguished Wooster

FRIDAY
'
7:30 p.m. Pep Rally

PoyTWtos
Bach Aria Group Concert

8J5

8:15 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-H-

:'':

;

.

lowoon Party.

al

Severance Stadium
Scot sAediteriem
McGaw Chapel r
Lowry Center

SATURDAY

Distinguished Alumni Awards
Assembly (public Invited)
4:30 p.m. Alumni Reception and Scot
Band Serenade ( students
v
invited )
Hostage"
8:15 p.m. Play "The
al
9:00 p.m. Homecoming
Dance
10:30 a.m.

McGaw Chapel
Lowry Center

Patio

Scott Auditorium

Semi-form-

9:00 p.m. BSA, Black Forum, and 8th
'
. Section
Dance
All-Cam-

pus

Lowry Center
Ballroom
.

Severonce Gym -

'

SUNDAY
10:30 a.m. Westminster Church,

pastor-ele- ct

Shepherd preaching

J. Barrie

alumni will be recognized
for their exceptional

achievements.
A choice of evening entertainment both Friday
and Saturday nights make

this Homecoming weekend
enjoyable for bom visitors
and students. In addition
to LCB's Halloween Party
Friday might the Little,
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J

"

j
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Theatre will be presenting

their first play of the
school year. Brendan
Be-ha-n's

The Hostage

and

the College - Community
Concert -- Lecture Series
us
presentation of the
.

world-famo-

Bach 'Aria Group
will be ' given in McGaw
Chapel.
The Hostage will be
presented on Saturday night
as well. Saturday night, In
. addition
to the play, LCB
will sponsor the annual
Homecoming Semi-Form- al
continued on. page five

Candidates for 1972 Homecoming Queen ere (standing I. to r.)
Diane Engl, Veronica Beaty, Carlo Hirschfeld, and Linda
Brown Castle (seated). Missing is Chris Adair. (Newsservices Photo)

800 Students Petition

Calendar Approval Postponed

proposed breviated! winter vacation
would run from December
academic calendar, with a shortened 19 to January 2. Summer
winter vacation, was post- vacation would begin earliponed until November at er, on May 24.
Monday's faculty meeting.
When the current quarter
was adopted for
system
William Baird, chairman
of the Educational Policy four years, EPC was
charged with the responsCommittee (EPC) and Asof reviewing the
ibility
reported
Dean,
that
sociate
calendar and . suggesting
he "did not move the
change or retention of the
for adoption." quarter
system with a long
Although it was on the agenda, he explained, about 800 holiday recess.
A straw-vot- e,
only to
students have signed petigive EPC some idea of factions or sent notes opposulty leanings, revealed that
ing the calendar u nder con58 favored retention, 23
sideration.
supported EPC s proposed
E PC formulated and reccalendar and 21 preferred
ommended the adoption of haying the first quarter
this calendar. According begin in late September,
ending in late December.
to this proposal, the ab
7

Action

th-th- "e

1973-- 74

--

.

cal-en-

Baird noted that no curriculum changes would be
needed with EPC's .proposed system. A major
deficiency in this plan, he
pointed-ou- t,
was mat it
makes
study
difficult to arrange. EPC's
calendar would not correspond to other schools' calendars, he explained.
off-cam-

dix

The

pus

special

faculty

meeting to decide this issue is slated for
A decision has
to be reached soon, Baird
emphasized, so that Admissions caritell prospective students about the
school year.
mid-Novem-

ber.

Ambassador Jha Coming Nov. 2
The Hon- change programs," he
News Services
orable Lakshmi Kant Jha, states.
ambassador from India to
"The College of Wooster
the United States, will is particularly fortunate to
speak at 8 p.m. Wednesday, be visited by a person of
Nov. 1, in MateerAudltori-u- m his knowledge and experat The Collegeof Wooience in the politics and
ster.
economics of South Asia,"
'
Jha will Andersen adds.
Ambassador.
discuss "Socialist PlanAmbassador Jha has
ning In a Democratic Socbuilt a reputation as a
iety."
scholar, administrator,
"Ambassador Jha is a writer and internationally
member of his nation's indevelop m e n t
respected
ner circle of decision
economist.
ers," says Walter AnderBorn in Bihar in 1913 to
sen, director of the Great a family noted for academic
Lakes Colleges Associaachievement, he was edution India program.
cated at Banaras Hindu
and Trinity ColUniversity
"In this period of stress
theUnit-eCambridge,
lege
at
d
between India and
States, he has been inHe was selected for the
strumental in strengthenelite Indian Civil Service
ing the relationships be
(ICS) while the country
tween the two nations,
ticularly relating to aca- was still under .British
demic, and .cultural ex- -. rule. Prof; Andersen ays .

that the ICS was used to
train British government
leaders and very few Indians were admitted.
Those chosen by rigorous
examination were the very
finest of Indian youth.
In 1936 he began his rise
to key governmental positions including Secretary of
Heavy Industries,
omic Secretary, Secretary
to Prime Minister Lai
Bahadur Shastri and Prime
Minister Mrs. Indira

.

.

Eng--la-

fi
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-
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Gandhi, and Governor of

the Reserve Bank of India.
From such vantage
points he gained a comprehensive view of India's
economic needs and poten-

tial, enabling him to

nd.

con-

tribute greatly to the
formulation and execution
of related policies.
Ambassador Jha's asso- -.
elation with international

.

.
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ISG Sets Good Example
Council CISC), deciding to sponsor certain Homecoming
The
events. Is establishing a laudable precedent. ISC recently approached Campus Council for a $100 appropriation to finance a Homecoming Queen Contest. The request
was, granted, with the ISC representatlTe first promising that his group would try to
Interest in a Queen Contest may nave
fund the program next year. Campus-wi- de
enough
enthusiasm to plan and seek finances
waned, but the Sections demonstrated
for a program to fill the vacuum.
Admittedly, a large portion of the campus neither desires nor approves
Therefore, Lowry Center Board's (LCB) decision to cut these
of such contests.
events was correct. LCB, as a board supposedly representative of the entire community and financed by everyone' s student activities fee,! should respond to the student wishes. The Sections, cne portion of the community most heartily endorsing
opthese events, rightly chose to sponsor the Homecoming Queen Contest. Thosesponto
posed no longer support an event they disagree with; those in favor are free
sor their own program.
It Is admirable that ISC chose to plan, rather than sulk, after the Homecoming festivities were slashed. But ltlsunfrotunate that ISC had to rely on Campus
Council funds money from all students instead of their own financing. Hopefully
ISC assurances of funding next year are sound.
The Voice encourages other organizations to assume the initiative and ,
plan program s tney desire. Do not expect LCB and the Student Government Association to organize and underwrite all campus functions. Plan, but be cautioned that
campus
programs of limited interest should not be funded by broadly-bas-ed
Inter-Secti- on

Richard Kielbowicz

Opinions Not Ignored
On October 23, an "editorial" appeared in Potpourri which attacked policies of die Voice editorial staff specifically, policies which "Chuc and others"
saw as inhibiting expression of student opinion.
No such policy exists. We accept and print signed letters on any subject.
We have printed every letter we received this year regardless of quality
even the
cowardly tirade on McGaw Chapel. Also, in each issue, students express their personal opinions of films or art (or now music).

Voice editors encourage students interested in journalWe are always willing to discuss curism to stop by 8.
rent topics in journalism and may be able to provide relevant
literature. Also, we occasionally receive announcements of
special opportunities for journalistically inclined students,
such as summer job placement on newspapers.
G-1-

However, we do not go out of our way to solicit student opinions on topics
which receive full exposure in national newspapers and magazines. Voice is a cam-

pus newspaper.

Jim Brelner

Letters to the Editor- -

Bucher
In coherent,
Dangerous

Editor, the Voice
Those who deride the
superfluous polysyllaby of
social science have perhaps ignored the larger
threat to clear expression
posed by Glenn Bucher.
Were Mr. Bucher a mere
student, no presumption
-- would operate sufficiently
in his favor to warrant my
overpondering his incoherence. Finally, however,
one becomes more debater
man expository purist, and
must confront what appears to be the substance
of argument.
Bucher
Alone, Glenn
would not be dangerous.
What makes him so is that,
like the clerk in the porno-sho- p,

he spreads the evils

of other, greater malefact- -

ors. These latter include
not only the trivial Mr.
Terry but a host of intellectual misanthropes
whose analyses focus on

course this is true. Rather, I deny that Bucher describes reality at all. The
subtly insidious machinations of the "barbecued
suburb" which he finds
everywhere are neither
nor easily
demonstrable, and I, for
one, would require him to
produce objectively
evidence. Let s be
precise: who has been
self-evid- ent

.

ana-lysa-

ble

stung by whom, and In what
But tf course, a
way?

clear formulation would
take the fun out of that
process of
fashionable
group-thiwhich confers
easy moral superlorityup-o- n
the analyst.
The Bucher brand of
group analysis. In addition
to being untrue. Is also unfair. No individual, no
matter how loud, logical,
nk

or genuine his protest
escape

the fact

can

of his
He lsby definition, part of the pfoB
lem, his Individual -- will
powerless to combat "the
and encircumstances
vironments (chat) have deWASP-nes-

--

s.

fined us." But Mr. Bucher

sent status in light of past
realities, and then ... construct a future for ourselves and our culture."
But if, on the other hand,
rational man is a fact,

--

.

Bu Cher's manner of

solving

One cannot
answer .M th e
choice.
won3ers7 therefore, how question of the good sothe presumable need "to ciety ... by deferring to
find a new life with a new History or any power difpurpose" can be satisfied ferent from his own rea.

-

individually.
Mv point

is not that
Five Guidelines
are irrelevant for the individual victim of Collective Racial Guilt, though of
Bu Cher's

son."

Mr. Bucher' s dilemma is
that if rational 'man is tL
myth, there is no way, collectively or individually,
that he can 'View our pre

problem--

cannot work.

One must then specify
which actions will produce

"a more authentic, decent

life style" for Individuals,
which task Bucher con-

spicuously Ignores.
Finally, of course, I
would deny that achieving
"consciousness" of our
WASP-ne- ss
should be a
major goal for rational
men. I would think it sufficient to come to grips with
more fundamental matters
which are quite Independent
of one's racial heritage,
such as individual goals and
values. Mr. Bucher notwithstanding, these are
what I expect the vast
majority of us rationalists
to continue pursuing.

why was nothing done soon-

er? Regarding water leakage, I am glad the builders
are finally doing something
about the leaks caused by
"shifting
towers" and
"water-dogg- ed

Lemon

After Repairs
Editor. Voice : j
As a student who visits"
.

exception to the statements

attributed to Mr. Palmer in
the October 20 Voice. As

ing inaction, to correct the
lighting, accoustlcs, and
leakage? Why are the towers "shifting" and the

drains "clogged", anyway?
Most of all, I wonderhow
much this is all costing and
who is paying, for it???

Whoever wrote the letter
regarding the Chapel which
was published in the Octo-b- er
13

Voice has several

,
r.V... .
:vMember of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper
Association. .' Entered es second class matter in the Post Office,
Wooster, Ohio. Subscription Rarest ... $6.00 per year, 2nd class;
"'
;
z ' .1
$9.00 per year, 1st class.
j;

Still

three yearsr I must take

bein-

only now, after
more than a year of seemg-made

ministration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all
correspondence to VOICE, The College of Weoster, Weoster, Ohio

4491.

McGaw Chapel several
times weekly and who has
witnessed the construction:
of the building over the past

or the person who hires
him? Why are efforts

Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and
periods by the students of The College of Woo tor.
opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
those of the staff and should hot be construed as representing ad-

.

McGaw

drains".' '

But that still leaves, In my
mind anyway, some vexing
questions. Who says what
type of-- light a building
should have the architect

examination

Dave Dunlap
Dept. of Speech

unreal .collectives: those cannot demonstrate the defor whom the human Indi- gree to which thought and
vidual as an analytic unit action are determined by
no iiace. exit group racial or cultural history '14
ou
(WASP) imperatives have in any Individual case. I
no meaning for conscious prefer Leo Strauss: "Man
personal

regards lighting in the
Chapel, my observation is
that even with the new lights
hanging from the catwalks,
the available Illumination'
is unsatisfactory. Only one
lamp of eight is positioned
to' shine on any number of
seats; the rest are primarily effective for lighting the
aisles. Regarding acoustics, I am pleased that efforts are being made to lessen the reverberation, but

.

JIM BREINER, RICHARD KIELBOWICZ
Editors','
BIG AL, Sports V--V
MERRI WAN AMAKER, Circulation
SELENA CRUMP, Bsits. Mgr.ROS R El D, Frustrated Feminist

,,'Cr.
TRICI A HILL, Office Manager
.
KAREN RUNGE, Ad Mgr.
?TAFfi , R?V ,Lmvoo'j Joh? SharpAnne Matthews, Chuc Caver,
Ston ley Perdue, Lorraine Straw, Gary. Fiordalis, Marty
JeH Adair,

':1,

,

Knott. Eleanor OeWttt, Nancy Cbppic. Albert Ban da. Bill Henley,
Pete Thompson, Cindy Ernest, Jarvte Carr, Barbara Match, Lorry
Kurth. Rick Legge, Sue Tew, Barb Snyder, Jen Hull, K.C. Jensen,

Poge 3
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ByChuc

Myths, because in putting
up this false front - we are
fooling ourselves.
A good" example is last

.

"White as.

My column

-

'

Rite", last week caused
If
some upset stomachs and "year's homecoming.
believe
people
don't
White
among
those
blown! minds
angry they
who read it, and I feel I ; they can get',
- listened
'
to
.
should
have
owe it to the Voice reader- -'
'
' of ' the
comments
some.
the.;
of
some
clarify
ship to
:
V from the stands '.
shouted
points I tried- to make.
.
.The major problem I was . to those on the field. ; right
is
trying to present concerned j I'm; not saying itsomeone
White people's tendency to ' to be upset when
front of you.
not deal with situations im-- v - cuts in line in may
be late
Indeed, they
mediately - as I wrote last
But
if
it does ,
- week:
for
classes.
at the time, in
you,
the
upset
whatever
i
ex--:
context." L used the
reason and more imporample of Marc who was
tantly whoever is involved,
confronted with something
I believe it is better to
inbut
that bothered him,
speak one's mind than try
stead of speaking out or
to keep a dishonest peace.
demonstrating his feelings
I said a week ago, "We
As
and
then
later
he held it in
been taught not to show
have
"You know
he stated,
we are upset. So
when
it
something should be done.'
anger
turns inward and
the
I believe this is very
no
one
the
better for it."
is
White of Marc, as it is of
who had difup
those
For
cover
their
others who
ficulty interpreting the last
true feelings. Those who,
sentence, what I meant was
when burning up inside,
can "hold it in" only
one
some
still somehow, for
so long until he or she
asinine reason, turn on the
"takes it out" on someone
sweet sugar smiling face
no
one
will,
hopes
else. There are those who
that
in
believe I was defending
detect their uneasiness.
Here is where I don't
Marc's not!
Certainly
Because inthink I communicated well.
stead of dealing with what
I do believe part of the
reason White kids do this
he believed to be a problem
our
on the spot, be came back
dire
to
is
to a table of friends and
Maybe it is our suburban
life-styMaybe it stems
"discussed" the incident
with them. That is no solufrom a Puritan disdain for
Fm not
tion, because these friends
emotionalism.
sure. That is why Tm in were not directly involved
and thus could hardly be
favor of a Study of' White
expected to explain, let
Rage, White Heroes, and,
White
alone understand why at
most important.
;

that Very moment one person cut in front of another.
I asked, VWould it make
Marc less angry if Whites
as they
had cut in line

'.

".

dor'

--

""This whole

-

cover-u-

--

"

-

-

up-bring- ing.

le.

MA-HE--

"

LETTERS
Of
gripes.
course, he(she?it?)miss-e- d
some important points,
such as the Chapel Choir's
inability to hear the organ,

legitimate

the water spots and stains
on the ceiling and walls.

But Mr. Palmer chose
not to address himself to
The editors would appreci-

ate responses from students,
faculty, administrators ana
alumni. Letters to this po-p-

er

should be brief, under
250 words, typed and signed.
We emphasize that only signed letters will be printed.
Deadline is the Monday prior
to publication.

problems

such

or the

happened.
I am ready and willing
to contribute time and effort to an investigation of

the problem, especially an
investigation such as the
one suggested in the October 13 letter to the Voice.
Alan Chmura

Me
T

V O

dilation'

S

I

Pray e r
Dear Sirs:

In view of spiritual awakenings across the country
and particularly at the College of Wooster, I wish to
point out the differences
between meditation and
prayer. I do this to avoid
confusion when these two
modes of communication
with spiritual reality are

discussed.
Christian prayer is not
yoglc meditation. I state
this rather obvious fact to
make clear what has never,
until recent years, been so
widely misunderstood.
Meditation is generally
set forth as a technique,
a system, if you like, for
attaining absolute reality
or self - realization or
whatever you wish to name
concept of the final
' the
state. The words God or

cracks, movie screen,
ng
mats, and the
two reports mentioned in
the October 13 letter. Was
the omission intentional?
Perhaps the leaks can be
stopped, but howdoesheor
anyone else propose to remove the cracks and
- stains?
To this observer it appears rather evident that
.someone or. several some-on- es
really "bungled", and
are
..somebody is now paying for
employed.
The
often
also
less than perfect planning, whole
idea being, of course,
supervision, and execution transcension
of Self or
of the project. I believe Ego and
entrance
into a
that we, as students who union with the
must use .the facility, have
snow-melti-

--

Christ-consciousn- ess

a

right to know

with that in mind, nor do I
see Whites as some righteous angels who carefully
reflect on all our actions.
The fact that such a minor
incident has been so widely,
discussed shows the bla-te- nt
ignorance of the White
community regarding major racist acts and pol,

fakey- -f akey

hampers

com-

and her par-

middle-cla- ss

--

se.

their way through lines. I
did not write the article

munication between Whites
and Blacks. One student
said,she is part of the Black

:

..

non-respon-

p

.

9 9

.

ents taught her never to let
anybody step on her. She
was raised to speak her
Whites feel they
mind.
don't have to worry about
each battle, because the
system, rigged in their
favor, guarentees the outcome of the war. It is a
case of survival vs. style.
Now I ask all readers
to stop right here! Examine that last statement.
What does it mean to you?
Many people who read my
column last week felt I believed in White as Right,
They are wrong. The'arti-c- le
was entitled White as
Rite. White as an exercise,
White as a mechanical act.
I sought to examine the effects of two cultures sharing the same institution.

icies in our society.
However, no solutions
are going to be found if

Whites can not be candid
and forthright in dealing
with each other and Blacks.
That is the point I wished
to make. That is why I
decided to expand on the
subject this week.
Finally I must make this
correction. Last week, to
explain what I meant by the

term 'reverse racism', I
implied that professors do
assign grades on the basis
of creed. I know of no professors who have done so.
Therefore instead of saying
"it is little more than reverse racism when professors assign grades on the
basis of creed", the statement should have read, "it

Not once did I Intend to atwould be little less than retach rvalue judgements to verse racism if profs, etc.
either culture as a whole.
. it
Blacks are not less for hav.

.

ing to concern themselves
survival; Whit e s
with
shouldn't think themselves
so pure, having built our
security with Black blood.
Someone suggested I made
Blacks appear as Barbarians pushing and shoving
Now, prayer

is

er is

greatfor

This is where history
becomes instructive.
Jesus himself said, "When
you pray, do not use vain
repetition," which I take
to mean in part that prayer
is not just a phrase or word
contlnuou sly repeatedit
isn't so easy as that. When
He prayed in Gethsemane,
Jesus labored in prayer
like he had labored In earlier years as a carpenter;
he sweat blood in prayer
to His Father as he had
sweat water working wood
in Nazareth. Notice that
prayer takes the whole

pray-

feelings in order to communicate; it is utilization
of the mental faculties, not
a "transition" of them.
And this is the point.
Meditation attempts to be
transcendental, and whether it be mantric, Zen, or
whatever it is, in the last
analysis, an attempt to experience an impersonal reality. Prayer is nothing
other than a personal relationship with the Personal

man

Jesus did not sit

down and compose his body

God.

The root of the matter
lies in the respective pre-

and mind to be tranquil and
calm; He had something
heavy on his heart and felt
the only way to deal with it
was to talk to His Father.

concerning
suppositions
the nature of the Spiritual.
That the Spiritual exists as
one of the realms of the
cosmos, most religions
agree. But many today
would set "spiritual" equal

to "good." This has never
been the Christian position.
As C. S. Lewis, in one of
his novels had one character caution another,
realm all is not harmony
and light. There are those
elements who are cruel
and deceptive, as well as
those' who live ever- -

about!

Goes T o
n ia
Referring to bis

up-

coming visit to India, Pres-

ident J. Garber Drushal
said, "We are very grateful to have an opportunity
to do something in terms
of international good will.
We hope in a small way we
make some contribution to
peace and understanding."
His visit to India is
scheduled to begin on November 5. Dr. and Mrs.
Drushal' will visit the University of Madural and
Ewing Christian College to
promote good will between
Wooster and these two
schools, Drushal remarked. The relationship between Wooster and Ewing

is the oldest

Indo-Ameri- can

educational program
in existence. There is currently a Wooster-In-Ind- ia
program there that the
Drushals will visit.

This trip is by invitation
of the Great Lakes College
Association (GLCA) Indian
Studies Committee. This
will be the first time atrip
of this kind has been made
by a Wooster president and
it will be the longest time
Dr. Drushal has been away
from the College since he
became president in 1967.
Dean Crbpp will be acting in Dr. Drushal' a capacity until he returns on
December 2.

f
Candidates
o

C h o i c e

Ain9 1 Easy

making verbal one's

"There are spirits and
spirits, you know." In
other words; in the spirit

.

rejoicing and beholding the
face of God. So it is not a
question of opening oneself
to spirit, but opening oneself to the Spirit of God.

discus-

sion with God. It is not a
certain level of
ness, but your talking to
God and His talking to you,
like people speak to one
another. Not that one may
not speak in a rather different way to He who is the
Alpha and Omega, than to
one's regular associates.
But the difference is not

really so

r

In closing would hope
that we all consider our
actions in the light of other
people, that when one
smiles to another he or she
has something to smile

Drushal

Anyway, the whole
tion is your relationship to
God. Many and various
religious disciplines enjoin the seeker to purify
himself by correct eating,
drinking, chanting and kar-mChristianity tells of
the sinless man who was
as;

'

broken and bled on a cross,

in order that we should be
as clear as the sunlight on
the morning He rose.
George Alliger

To The Editor:
It's funny how college
students are a lot like
adults when it comes to
voting.
For years we've
been saying that the eightare certainly
een year-ol- ds
old - enough and mature

to vote, and that
students would do a better
enough

job choosing a candidate

than those older people who

vote

or

row-A-ll-the-- way

the ones who vote for a
certain candidate because
bis wife looks neat! But
as far as I can see most of
us are not looking over the
issues because it's obvious
who is better and it' s stupid
to even look into the candidates because all young
people vote for so and so.
I asked a person who Is

supposed to be a
McGovern man on campus
just how McGovern stood on
welfare. "I don't know,"
he replied, "but it's gotta
be better than Nixon's (ha-ha- )."
Yeah right!
I don't want to push either
candidate yet, but be sure
you're behind the man who
you support the most. I,
for one, am sick of the buttonbumper sticker way
that this campaign is being
run on campus. Demand
information from both
sides and look at it. Legge
Bob
big-wh- eel

.
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- What Was It All About

"Blow-Up- "

by Bob Hemeringtoq,
The National Cocktail Party Topic of
1967 played last week In Mateer and from
the comments of the baffled audience on
die
their way out, it would appear thatBlow-Upapassage of five years has not made
less ambiguous. Like Thomas artist friend, Antonloni isn't giving us any
clues to the mystery In the film nor to the
mystery jof the film itself. The confusion
springs from the unusual
about Blow-U-p
demands it makes. Many films are to be
looked at; this one Is to be inspected.
Decades of films as a commercial form
of escapism hare atrophied our senses,
and like any artist, Antonloni insists that
we see anew.
To secure a foothold on the meaning
of Blow-U- p.
consider the dilemma of the

focal character. The photographer is deluded and bewildered by the mirages of
our day.
se
From a sweaty night in a
photographing derelicts for a book he is
preparing, the young man plunges without letup into a hectic day taking pictures
of weirdly dressed models, casing an antique shop and snapping candid shots in
the park. But during that interlude in the
tranquil park where he has been furtively
snapping a girl and a man engaged In innocent kissing, something extraordinary
is set in motion. Caught by the girl in
voyeurism he refuses to
his weak-knegive her the film. Later in a series of
blow-uwe find that what seemed like
an innocent tryst in the park is magnified into a murder. He returns there and
and
finds the corpse its face wax-ligrotesquely illuminated by the glare of a
nearby neon sign.
The next day Thomas returns with
his camera. The wind is blowing and the
leaves above him rustle their indifference
flop-hou-

ed

ps

ke

-

The body is .gone. The final scene is n
imaginary tennis -game by a group of
white-face- d
mimes. After Thomas reball, he unmistrieves the
takably hears it being hit, though we nev- -"
er see the ball. The camera pulls back
for a long overhead final shot and the photographer suddenly disappears from the
field. End film and start discussion. Was
there a body or wasn't there. Is or isn't
t?
the ending a
of-a-

non-exist- ent

ny

--

cop-ou-

Blow-U- p
is a film for all reasons.
Certainly a major implication is simply .
that illusion and reality are so intermingled in our conditions that it is difficult
to distinguish them. Thus the premise is
essentially Pirandellian: the real and the
imaginary encroach upon each other and
become, finally, inseparable. Once tills
is perceived, their the question of the reality of the murder becomes but a matter
of choice. I, for one, hold that if you
believe with Thomas that the body was
actually on the grass, then the ending says
that you must also believe with Thomas
that the tennis ball exists. On the other
hand, if the notion of the imaginary tennis
game seems too far fetched for you, then
you are compelled to question the actuality of the murder, and indeed, more fundamental questions about the nature of photography and reality.
It is more man a question of a truer
image beneath the surface appearances,
which has been resounded by countless
philosophers, psychiatrists, and
flagellate liberals. We all know that
beneath the image there is another, more
faithful to reality, and beneath that still
another, and another. In this film, what
Antonloni seems to be asking by having
his hero prepare more and more revealing
blow-up- s,
is "Where does the process
guilt-ridd-

en,

stop?" Up to the true image of reality
itself? Perhaps up to the decomposition
of any image at all, of any reality at all!
Of course, this is only a premise on
how to view the film. A larger lmplica- -tion is established through visual means.
Primarily it is composed In four colors:
black, white, green and purple. The hero's
studio is in black and white, as are most
of his clothes, and those of Vanessa Redgrave. The photographs are also in black
and white. The green park was penetrated by evil. Q am told that it was act-

ually painted green). Suitably, the door
of the photographer's room in which he
brings to light the dark deed, is also
green. Not, however, until he copulates
with the teenyboppers in a sea of purple does he realize mat he did not pre-

vent the crime. Appropriately the door
of the dark room in which he blows up
the fatal still, is purple. One of the
teenyboppers wears purple tights, the
other green. Colorful though it is. Blow-U- p
seems to be moving toward colorless-nes- s,
black and white.
.

The last shot, the longest in the movie, shows the hero far beneath the camera's gaze, pitiably reduced in such a way
as to suggest mat Just possibly the whole

film up to then had been species of Blowup. Finally, like the body, the photograph- '
er Just vanishes. It is a terrifying lmpll- cation.
Perhaps all the mysteries of Blow-U- p
will be put to rest someday when, as
Tv Guide suggested, the "edited for
version "replaces the celebrated
nude romp with two loveable, but sensual,
cocker spaniels, and materializes the invisible tennis ball inscribed with the name
of the murderer."
tele-visi-

on"

Bach Aria Group Is A Must
by Bruce Johnson
This is a new column in the VOICE
so Pm going to start out by outlining what
I'll be writing about in the next few weeks

In this space.

First of all, one of the primary purposes of this column is to tell you about
coming music events on the campus and
nearby. I've found in the past a regrettable lack of advance information about
some really good music, so ril try to keep
you informed. I will also review some of
the better musical performances that I
hear. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly for some folks. Til make it a point
to review recordings I think exceptional
and give you an idea of what to buy when
you go out record-shoppiin the classics. This is a real problem today,since
there are some really fine recordings
while the others (brand x, and y ).
One of the most noteworthy musical
events of the next few weeks is the performance tonight of the 'Bach Aria Group
at 8 a5. This group is widely known as
being the only touring American group to
perform only Bach arias. A Bach aria
ng

ber of instrumentalists (two to perhaps
ten). Wagner wrote mem, Shubert wrote
lieder.
The arias are all found in Bach's cantatas, which were pieces of music Bach
wrote for each Sunday in the year to illus-

trate the

Bible text of the day.
This program should really prove to
be worm your while. The director of the
Bach Aria Group is William Schelde, far
and away the best authority on Bach in the
United States. The performers themselves
in almost every case perform regularly at
the 'Mef in New York. Janet Baker and
Richard Lewis are incredibly fine singers.
What I want to see is whether they perform Bach or rather they Just perform.
(Schelde still has that old romantic touch
to his performances, so Pm told.)
In case you missed it, last Sunday ,me
Wooster Symphony Orchestra had its most
ambitious concert in a long while. The
program consisted of J. S. Bach's third
Overture, Aaron Copeland's "Appalachian
Spring" and Jean Sibelius' Violin concerto. "Well, to say the least, if you missed
it, you really missed it.

.

Bach's Third Overture is an extra-

ordinarily beautiful and difficult piece of

music, and I had been speculating on how
Mr. Haddock would handle it. To say the
least, he did a really fine job. The performance was clean yet very expressive
and, although he overloaded a little in the
strings, on the whole a good balance was
achieved.
Most surprising were the trumpeters.
This piece calls for unreasonably high
things from the trumpets and they easily
equalled the call.
With Copeland much the same maybe
said. I heard much whispering in the audience when the orchestra played what Is
now more often heard as a selection from
"Godspell" which was kind
the rock-pla- y,
of nice. Mr. Copeland very smoothly captures the spirit of Appalachia in his music, and we were all impressed with the

results.

The second half of the concert consisted of the violin concerto, and, as in
the past, I think I can safely say that we
are really lucky to have Mr. Davis with
us. Til be looking forward to bis recital
in the near future.
.

African Art Not Primitive Craft
By Pam Hostetler

Frick Art Museum will be exhibiting

the William C. Mithoefer collection of
African Art from now until November 12.
The collection, not represented in its entirety, includes ceremonial masks, sculpture, tapestries, textiles, and some smaller objects such as gold weights and fetishes
Mr. Mithoefer, a 1953 graduate of
Wooster, and an employee of the State Department, began bis collection in 1957 during bis first trip to Africa. In 1958, he
added more pieces after having returned
under the auspices of the United States
Foreign Service as an administrative officer in an American embassy. In 1966, he
returned again as a principle officer in
Nigeria, and acquired the largest part of
his collection.

The group most extensively represented

are the Yoruba, a Nigerian tribe, especially in the collection of ibeji dolls, of which

of the
Mr. Mithoefer owns
available quantity. The dolls are wooden
likenesses commissioned by parents at
the birth or death of twins, and are used
to house their spirits. (Wood Is in fact
the prevelant medium in the collection,,
and because of its vulnerability, the oldest piece is only 200 years old.) Other
tribes represented are the Ibo,theSenufo,
the Bambara, the Bobo, the Ogonl, the
Dogon the Bundu, and the Benin.
Most of the pieces are traditional,
mat is, done by tribal artists In the style
traditional to that tribe for traditional
functional purposes. There are also a few
contemporary pieces in the exhibit, some
personally commissioned by Mr. Mithoefer. The difference in style and concept
one-fou- rth

is

worm noting.
In a lecture following the opening reception, given October 23, Mr. Mithoefer
made .some enlightening observations
about African art in general, as well as
information about his collection and other
specific pieces. As he pointed out, although Western scholars have been accustomed in the past to classifying works no
more specifically than by their tribe because of the strict formalization of style,
recent studies have been more sensitive
to the styles of Individual artists and pure
aesthetic value. The obvious influence
which African pieces have had on such con-

temporary artists as Derain, Vlamenk,
Klee, and Picasso, forces us to reconsider
those notions of tribal art which classify
yet, as mere
it as primitive or worse
'

craft.
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CD), 16th
VlrgU. Musser
'
Congressional
District
candidate, visited the Col- -:
lege Monday afternoon, to
answer student questions
on Congressional reform,
drug-abu- se
policies and the
problems of trying to "leg-

:

islate morals."
Criticizing the voting
record of his opponent

Ralph Regula (R), Musser
said that the two achievemost , cited by
ments
Regula, his sponsorship of
the Environmental Protection Act and his work to
regulate strip mining, both
occurred during a Democratic administration with
Democratic aid in the last
two years of Regula' s time

in office. Musser asked,
"If this is all Regula has
to show you after eight
years, does he deserve

your support?
Musser cited some of his
proposals for Congressional reform. An age limit of 65 should be put on
candidates for office, he
said; a member of Congress should be limited to
12 consecutive years
in
office; and action should be
taken to prevent members
of Congress serving on law'
firms while in office and
indulging in other activities
threatening conflicts of
interest. He mentioned the
need for a strong Congress.
He was puzzled, he said,
by seeming indifference to
corruption in government:
"The people don't seem to
care about things like Watergate
The Thieu government of
South Vietnam, Musser
said, is "totally corrupt"
and deserving of no more
American blood or effort.

.

Asked about the effect of
withdrawal from Vietnam
on the American economy,
he said that he would rather see the money and effort .

involved in the war used
instead in some kind of
"Peace Corps' operation.
Concerning
the drug
problem, Musser said that
we have Jeen wasting too
much money and effort
"busting" peoplef or marijuana use or small amounts
of drugs, while big sup-

pliers and sellers go free.
He favored liberalization of

drug policies, to the point
of marijuana and other
drugs being supplied to
those who need them under
government supervision.
He criticized the inadequate provisions made in
, the 16th District for help
ing drug users. "Stark
County (the adjoining
county in the 16th District)
is the fifth largest in the
state and has a considerable drug problem, but it
has only one clinic authorized to administer a methadone program," he claln-e- d.
Asked about his position
led
on the censorship of
pornography and obso-cal-

scenity, Musser replied
that he thought it a mistake to attempt to "legis-

late morals". It surprised

him, he said, that conservatives who most loudly
supported the Constitution
and government noninterference with individuals
were usually the most
ready to compromise Constitutional rights and give
the government more power in order to curb "ob-

He cited parresponsibility to
teach their children to appreciate the good rather
than Just 'protecting"
them against the bad. However, he. expressed some
concern over excessive
violence on television:
"When you buy a book or
a movie ticket you have a
choice, but you don't have
a choice with television."
The candidate advocated
permanent public television funding by the government, so thauit could be
free from political pressure and provide a permanent alternative to commercial television.
The draft should be ended, Musser said, and a volunteer army established.
He proposed that a civilian review board be established to help keep this
army under control, composed of civilians with "no
connection to the military
or the military-industri- al
complex."
group
The
of students
assembled to. talk and listen to Musser in theLowry
Center Pit Monday was
relatively small, which was
a disappointment to the
candidate and his staff.
However,
Musser was .
scheduled to visit the town
of Wooster again yesterday
morning to talk to students
at the High School.

ents
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Proposal Approved,
Council Adds Three
The proposal to increase
on
student membership
Campus Council from six
to nine was unanimously
approved at Monday's Faculty meeting, according to
John Browder, President of
SGA.

The proposed amendment, sponsored by Bob

Newman, Campus Council
r e presentative - at - large,
was passed by the students
last week, in which 59 per
cent of the students voted

1

Students Should

Anyone interested in the
editorship of the

Chech Social

Index

Security Benefits

should contact Lorry Stewart
Kauke 129 B

r

3

Homecoming Lack of Interest
formal dance in Severance
Gymnasium.
Two innovations

in the
program this year are the

Dance while the BSA, Black
Forum, and Eighth Section
an ln- will

"Spirit

co-spo-nsor

:

of Homecoming

Queen and Court to Beautify Gridiron
-

f

.,

......

f

:

,

I

:

:

Past" contest sponsored by
.

race.

to form cheering or card
sections, put on skits, or
devise unusual costumes
or cheers. Any other innovative ideas will also be

welcomed.
f

'

7

"

.

v

!

Homecoming Queen and her Court 25

years ago.

"

,

The registration table
contest
for the KTG-Nwill accept entering groups
of 10 or more until game
time. Spots are available
CP

during the games, at timeouts, ends of quarters, and
the soccer half --time. The
judges will be locally chosen, drawing from the
alumni. Trustees, and

Students 18 and over who
get monthly social security
payments have an important "assignment" due before the end of the school
year, according to Don A.
Frederick, Social Security
Branch Manager in Wooster, Ohio.
Full-tistudents
In
school who are 18 and over
and are unmarried can get
monthly checks from Social Security benefits, or If
a parent has died after
working long enough under
Social Security.

in the referendum, with 89
per cent of these approving
the enlargement.
Council has accepted the

amendment,, which now
needs only administrative
approval before becoming

effective.

Browder

and Newman

were invited to speak In
favor of the amendment.
After the brief discussion
and final vote, Browder remarked that he was greatly
pleased with the courtsey
of the faculty and hoped
that their endorsement of
this amendment would in-

crease

student-facul- ty

un-

derstanding and cooperation.
Arguing for the amendment, Newman said that
Council would benefit

by

the greater and more accurate student input. Students on Council have voted
only once as a bloc this
year.
The proposed amendment will be presented to
the Board of Trustees at
.their April meeting.

me

Kappa Theta Gamma and
the National Collegiate
Players and LCB's bicycle

The "Spirit of Homecoming Past" contest will
be conducted during Saturday afternoon's soccer and
football games for a monetary prize to be awarded
by a panel of judges. During the soccer game, 15
time spots will be available for students who wish

.

Virgil Musser

MORE ON

continued from page one

f
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scenity".

iv

Policies

'"

A reporting card Is mail-

ed to each student benefic- -.
lary about 3 months before
the end of the school year.

The student's "assignment" is to fill in the card
and mail it back to Social
Security as soon as possible, Frederick said.

"This attendance report

is used to determine if the

student will continue to get
monthly checks," Frederick said. "Any delay

in returning the reporting
card could mean a delay
in payments for the stu-

dent."

Any student in the Wayne
County area who needs help
with the report or information about bis benefits can
call the Wooster, Ohio
Social Security Office at
413 W.

Liberty Street. The

telephone number

is

Sigma Delta Pi,
Spanish Society,
Holds Initiation
The Wooster chapter of
the Spanish national honorary society, Sigma Delta
Pi, held initiation ceremonies for the following
eight new members at the
home of Professor Peyton
on Sunday afternoon, October 22: Kent Brimhall,

Vickie Dively Maria Gir-ald- o,
Susan Julien Virginia
Kraybill, BrunhildaMaldo-nad- o,
Dona Smith
and
Craig Smucker. Following
the initiation the chapter
had dinner together at the
Town and Country restaurant in Masslllon.

Officers elected for this
year are: Jane Schneider,
president; Craig Smucker,
vice - president; Vickie
Dively,

secretary

Investment Report fieleasecil,
Open Portfolio Policy Initiated
The College released Its

Drushal, in the introductory note, says, 'The
Trustees are concerned
about the College's obligations as a minority stockholder in corporations
with social .responsibilities."
The Trustees, at their
June 1972 meeting adopted
"The College of Wooster's
Responsibilities as Partial
Owner of Business Concerns." In the selection

first public quarterly In-

vestment report yesterday.
The 12 largest stockholdings representing 39 per
cent of tiie total market
value are:
Time, Inc.,
$651,625; General Motors
Corp., $550,375; Sherwin- Williams
Co., $530,000;
and
General Telephone

Corp.
ElectronicsInternational
$522,500;

Paper Co.,

neral

$515,625; Ge-

Co.,
Electric
Standard Oil of

of securities for invest-

ment, the College will
"seek to avoid investments
in companies who, by their
flagrant abuse of human
values, violate the sanctity and dignity of human

$464,625;
New

Jersey, $446,188;

Bor-do- n,

Inc., $442,000;
Telephone
Rochester
Corp., $410,250; Corning
Glass Works, $414,450;
Beckman
Instruments,
Inc., $410,625; and Travelers Corp. $408,375.
. The market values are
calculated at September 30
prices. A more complete
list may be found in the
September 29 issue of the
Voice.
President J. Garber
STORE HOURS:

life."

Recognition of stockholder responsibilities
means that the College will
use its influence in proxy
encourage
voting
"to

socially

responsible

be-

havior."

Walter Wiley, Assistant

Vice-Presid-

ent

for Bus- l-

9:30 - 9:00

Fri-Sa- t.

ness and Finance, predicts
that the College will be
confronted with four or five
social issues in the 1973
stockholders proxy votes.
The College, he added,
also expects to become a
participant in a Center for
Research on Public Interest Investment Issues.
This group being organized
at Harvard University will
assist institutional , investors. They report "on
the social aspects of. investment policies," Wilejr
continued.;
"Dividend and interest
incomes from the consolidated portfolios, expended
fully for operating costs,"
the quarterly report says,
"comprises about nine per
cent of the College's total
annual revenues.'
For the 12 months ending
September 30, 1972, the
College realized a 6.0 per
cent investment total return (capital appreciation
and income) rise. The
1969-'average annual
rate was 5 J per cent.
Students and faculty can
see a copy of the report at
the Circulation Desk in the
Library. Those desiring
their own copies should,
contact Wiley's office.
-

--
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Pelitieol analyst Ban. Wattanbarg spoke at Convocation
Wednesday, October 25, analyzing the 1972 Presidential campaign in terms of his theories of current political trends. He
predicted that George McGovern will lose the election, despite any attractive personal qualities he may be able to
demonstrate, because the American people simply do not
agree with him on most basic issues. (Photo by Larry Kurth)

The center of attention views are intended to exWCWS-FM- 's
public-affai- rs
plain- and comment on
this administration policies of
year, according to station student concern and possmanager Bill Kaempfer, is ible controversy. Departmeinterviews aim
to be the events and per- nt-head
sonalities of die College of to give the listener a betWooster itself. But such ter perspective on the suba focus still leaves" a wide ject fields and operations
range of subjects and in- of the respective departterests. WCWS listeners ments, while the
interviews help acwill be hearing about Bombay and Berlin as well as quaint students with their
Wooster, and about the ad- professors.
ministration in the White Two nights a week during the 5:30 pan. spot,
House as well as the
strati on in Galpin Hall. WCWS goes abroad while
One of the newest sta- staying right here in Wotion innovations is a ser- oster. On Thursdays Mrs.
Anima Bose of die Cuies of foreign-langua- ge
programs, produced in ltural Area Studies departge
ment presents her proconjunction with the
departments, and gram, "A Window to Inpresented around Hie din- dia", in which she disner hour on Mondays, Rus- cusses Indian life and culsian on Tuesdays, and Ger- ture. And on Fridays forman on Saturdays. St- eign, students from Babcock
udents produce each pro- International House talk of.
gram under the direction their own homelands and
of faculty members of the native cultures in "Inter- -,
respective
departments, national Tour".
offering a variety of
Black students and fain the various culty members present
languages ranging from "Black America" at 5:30
poetry readings to soap pan. Wednesdays, spotopera. Kaempfer explained lighting various aspects of
the aim of the programs: the black experience in mis
"We want to let people nation.
speak and hear foreign lanThe station is ready to
guages in a new and intercover special events of
esting context, outside the general Interest to the Colclassroom and language lege and community. Last
year, for example, it arlab."
Concern with the College ranged
moment - by
community is reflected in moment coverage of the
series of interviews heard draft-lotte- ry
drawing, enat 5:30 pan. three days a abling each Wooster male
week: with administration student to know imofficials on Mondays, de- mediately when his number
partment chairmen on came up. This year it will
.Tuesdays and new faculty present similar continuous
members on Saturdays. coverage of the November
The administration inter elections, based upon Unit- -'

ed

'-programm-

WCWS takes on the role
of culture critic each af-

ing

new-facu-lty

ad-m- ini

.

lan-gua-

The

J
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Layered Look

$gco
The Layered Look far the Fashion Look.
The smartest way to achieve this look of
casual ojegonce is to layer 6b .our aim
ribbed scoop pullover in 100 Wintuk orIon
acrylic. No trouble at all
it's machine
washable. In a hui i sst of colon.

Under it all we recommend am Arrow
Maeb II skirl, with the new high stand-u- p
collar and smart
cuffs at
two-butt-

on

$8.00.

Men's Store Main Floor
m
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pro-.gramm-
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Press International wire

reports.
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ternoon at 5:15 pan. Five
days a week record ' reviews are heard: on Mondays by Frank Giaimo,
Tuesdays by Jim Becker,
Wednesdays by Bill Lee,
Thursdays by Bob Newman,
and Saturdays by JohnDol-linge- r.
On Fridays films
are reviewed by Bob
He-therin- gton

performs
the same service for the
Voice and on Sundays
Tom Wilkinson presents a
(who

book review.
National politics and cur-

rent events are spotlighted
in "The American Report!
heard Monday
through Friday at" 5:05 pan.
and 10:05 pan. This series
of recorded news commentaries by various liberal-orient- ed
speakers does not
originate with WCWS. but
is provided to the station
by Clergy and Laymen
Concerned.
But, despite the amount
of

programdescribed, above,

public-affai- rs

ming
most WCWS listeners tune
in most often to listen to
the music. And the amount
of music for them to listen to has increased considerably, thanks mainly
to the efforts of music
librarian Bill
director
Lee. - He has 'established
contact with most major
record companies and ar--ranged to receive promotional copies of most of
their new releases since
last January. As a result
.

WCWS's

rock-mus-

ic

lection has increased

col-

.
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Crusading Again
Assails m pressiv Legislation

mi

WilEdristfn
-

on civil liberties ever.'
Act of
The Anti-Ri- ot
was
which
one
1968. is the

By Randy Powers v

the Lowry Center Ballroom
Sunday night to hear Frank
Wilkinson, executive director of the National Committee Against Repressive
Legislation (NCARL), give
a talk similar to the one
that he gave here last April,
the latter of which was attended by seventeen people.

used

the
the

to prosecute

Chicago Eight after

1968 Democratic conven-

The Act defines a
riot as "an act of violence,
by one or more persons,
who are part of an assemblage of at least three"
where a fourth party's
property is damaged. The
act, which has very little
whose
Mr. Wilkinson,
riots,
committee was founded in to do with stopping crime
a
Federal
Com-mitee
it
makes
1960 as the National
to cross state lines up to
to abolish the House
rior to the
two years
Committee on
to
conspire
and
"riot"
Activities, is obviously
actually
or
in
participate
man,
very
dedicated
a
r.aiiincr hu artlvltlea an participaterin a riot. This
act. which former Attorney
alternative to the feelings
General namsey oiar lafrusanger,
half
of "half
beled ."unconstitutional,"
cynicism"
half
and
tration,
has been used to weed out
spawned by the social
student radicals, often via
of contemDorarv
FBI "agents provocateur."
America, he said that he
Wilkinson told of one
was "here to educate."
case
in Washington State
.
of
a
lot
does
Which be
which
the FBI paid $500
His talk here was his in
to an agent and
month
a
nine
seventy-four- th
in
weapstates in fifteen days, with gave him drugstoand
infiltrate
which
with
six more talks scheduled ons
stu- for tomorrow, all of which a student group. The
dents, who had all crossed
be- - does on a salary of
state lines within the past
$92.50 per week. This beyears, were charged
two
served
1961
when he
gan In
with being in violation. of
a year in prison for conAct after
tempt of Congress after the Anti-Ri- ot
spraying peace signs on a
challenging the right under
Federal building at a dem- -;
of
the First Amendment
onstration, with paint supthe House
plied by the FBI man. r
to
Committee
Activities
" u.
said , that v
Wilkinson
"!
exist.
opposed
NCARL
to 101
by"
is
sponsored
Wilkinson
it
Current Issues wiretapping because as
COW's
records the innocent
Committee, began by describing a poll taken by two well as the guilty. In theed
first two years after
students at the University
wiretaps were
of Utah, where he had relegal
61,000
legalized,
stucently spoken. The
622,292
recorded
wiretaps
unlabeled
typed
the
dents
conversations, only 257 of
text of the Bill of Rights
resulted in convicwhich
paper,
called
on a sheet of
165
tions.
and
asked
petition,
a
it
bill, which
The
people of varied backonly to
applied
originally
Eighty
ground to sign it.
but was
Via 1AC
tintD.C.,
Washington,
AA
pCiVCUt VI iUC M.JKf MM
expanded
to
subsequently
sixty-orecognize it, and
nacases
cover
Federal
sign.
to
refused
percent
tionwide, allows Federal
Wilkinson said that this,
agents and D.C. police to
coupled with the fact that
break down doors if they
NCARL cannot get more
to suspect
than 141 members of the have any excuse
necessary
to
being
as
Representatives
it
House of
stop a crime Wilkinson
on its side, is the kind of
said that the law is abused.
thing his committee is up
Prior to this law,
of
majority
against. "The
when it was
the people in this country was allowednecessary,
but
absolutely
would not vote for the Bill
law
constitutes
present
conthe
he
today'
Rights
of
an invasion of privacy,
cluded. Recently however,
especially against- - those
NCARL
and
a coalition of
who officials believe to be
the Japanese American
Citizens League scored a undesirable. "The Organmajor success in getting ized Crime Act of 1970,"
Wilkinson said, "has noth- the Concentration Camp
tion.
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Un-Amer- ican
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Un-Ameri-
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can
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court-order-

No-Kn-

ing to do with organized
crime. It is more likely
to be used against people
like Dr. Benjamin Spock."
In closing, Wilkinson ex- -'
pressed his fears about the
state of the
present
Supreme Court. He said
that the Supreme Court,
especially . the Warren
Court, used to act as a
check on the executive and
of
legislative branches
government. Now, however, the four Nixon appointees. Burger ' Black-me-n,
Powell, and Rehn-qui- st,
and Kennedy's appointee Bryon White, conliberstitute an anti-ci- vil

ties majority.' And Justices Douglas and Marhsall
are in bad health, raising

if

"

&

.

Jock Bryor (I to r), Poto Potrock, Bob Nowman and Bruco
Arnold woro tho only pooplo to attond tho hoaring. (Photo by
Kurth)

Constitution Examined At Hearing
The constitutional hearing tiad come and gone only
no one came.
Bob Newman, Campus
Council representative-at-larg- e,
and Pete Petrack,

was made to the entire GA

at their last meeting, and
that announcements had
been made in the dining
halls for four days prior
to the hearing.

the prospect of two more
Nixon appointees in the General Assembly (GA)
next four years. "Given representative from
u
D
the longevity of Supreme
over
the
presided
D
WilkinD
Court Justices,"
October 19 hearing. Bruce D REMEMBER YOUTH
son said, "we will have a Arnold,
D
of
conservative Court until Student Government Asso- B
FARES
a
2001." He added that, in ciation (SGA), and Jack D
D
civil liberthe twenty-tw- o
candidate for the D
Bryar,
apD
ties cases since the
USA and .
New Hampshire State Leg- D
and
Powell
of
pointment
D
islature, acted as wit- D
Rehnquist, fourteen have nesses.
EUROPE
a
been "good" for civil libNewman, D
to
According
0
erties,. Including the abolthe hearing was held be- D
D
ishment of the death penalty cause the present SGA sys- D
and the stipulation mat any tem Is "illegal and unconD
264-650- 5
person charged with a stitutional, because the D Call
a
crime that carries anyto-jaila constitution is Impossible D
D
sentence is entitled
to use." The lines of pow- D
four
the
However,
lawyer.
er are not delineated, he
FLAIR TRAVEL g
Nlxon appointees, voted., continued, making it diffi- 0
death
abolishing
the
against
cult to determine who has D
CONSULTANTS g
penalty, loyalty oaths are what responsibilities." D
GA
back, legally, in Massathe
Newman feels that
D
chusetts, and juries need has little or no power; and D
now only have nine out of because of this the students D
D
Bowman St.
346
East
twelve members agree on have lost interest.
D
Woostor
D
a verdict to convict a perCommenting on the poor D
a
son, whereas previously
attendance, Newman ex- a
the decision had to be plained
c9
that' an invitation tl
unanimous.
Ke-nard-

Vice-Presid-

en,

ent

-

-

ock

-
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,

no-kn-

ock
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'

Law, which enabled over
100,000 Japanese-- A meri-ca- ns
to be Incarcerated
during World War II, re-

pealed.
Besides

abolishing
In-

HUAC, now the House

ternal Security Committee,
Wilkinson listed repealing

Act and
of the Anti-Ri- ot
e
wiretapping- - laws
of-th-

Johnson Administration,
anti-criand -- the
law and Organized
me

No-Kn- ock

rrin.

Art rtf thm Nlxnn

Administration,
goals.
NCARL s

as

He

stressed the
nature of repressive legisbi-part- isan

he called
wnrntnresident
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W
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Bosc Conducts
Ghandi Seminar
Dr. AminaBose, visiting
Gillespie Professor in Cultural Area Studies, is conducting a free university
seminar, "The Ghandian
Way:
Peace and.
through Novem-

PERMA-PRESSE-

The sessions, the first of
which was held last night,

will meet in the basement

Library on

of Andrews
November 2 and 9 from
7:30 to 9:30 pjn.
.
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Charters vWmenf Mivis s

CC

Two organizations the
Wooster People's Party
and The National Organization for Worn en, received

tion for Women. The local
campus group is trying to
become affiliated with the
national group of the same
name., Elaine Vaurlo said
the organization will serve
as a clearinghouse for the
Wooster community in relation to planning, information facilities,
having
speakers and films, and

Campus Council charters
at Wednesday's meeting.

The constitution for the
Wooster People's Party
received questioning about
a clause for raising funds.
The phrase reads; "If
you're broke and need some
cash, rip it off from the upper class." Jim Turner

said Council

should

approve of ideals of char- -'
tered organizations. Bruce
Arnold said the phrase is
from lyrics by Country Joe

new male-fem- ale
relationships. She said the editor
of Ms. is interested in
speaking here.
Turner stated Council
was chartering a local
group. It would be up to

the Organization to decide
if they wanted to join the
national organization after
they were chartered.
John Browder said the
organization is presently a
subcommittee of the SGA.
Council members questioned chartering the women's organization since it

Mac Donald and it is symbolic of the "counter culture feeling" given by the

Party.
Turner found no objection for Council to charWooster People's

ter the political

organiza-

tion. In the past, Council has chartered organizations such as the Young
Americans for Freedom
and the Young Democrats.
Approval of the party
constitution passed with
seven in favor and two abstentions.
Also receiving a charter
was the National Organlza- -

was part of SGA. No other

charter organization has

had such a close relationship between SGA and
council. If the National
Organization of Women
would be chartered by
Council, it would no longer
be a subcommittee of SGA.
Approval of the charter
passed with all Council
members in favor of the

,.

organization is chartered,
has rfiore; influence
around campus. Chartered
groups have a better standing for requesting funds
from Council or other organizations than non chartered groups have. It is
also easy for a chartered
organization to obtain use
of college facilities.
.

1

port a Homecoming Queen.
Turner reminded Council
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he voted against the allocation.
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India Program In fHigti Gear'
Can you Imagine spend
ing two years in India,
working and studying at a
small Christian college?
The present Wooster-in-Ind- la

representatives.

one of his most recent let-

the Lapka's note that the
English conversation program, which was started
last year, "has resumed

ters to the committee he

notes that, "Through each
succeeding rep Wooster
has acquired a different
on India's
perspective
problem, difficulties and
successes. At the same
time, the rep. was to stand
before the faces of Ewing
and India, not only as a student from Wooster, but as
an American citizen, and a
product of Western civilization." Each rep was
different. Each faced different aspects of a rapidly
changing India which must
be dealt with in a particular way, unique to each

Mi- -,

chael and Elaine Lap ka, are
beginning their second year
at Ewing Christian College.
"After a slow start due to
a late posting of examination results and a delayed

this tradition. Funds for

with surprising success."
Mike is meeting with three
groups of students twice a
week, "with an increasing
number of requests for
more classes." He also

notes that "apart from the
mysteries of spoken English, the students keep me
jumping
with questions
ranging from Indian curry
to American politics. By

.

"Gone With The Wind"
Storting Nov.

1

"DR. ZHIVAGO"

Feature starts 8:00 p.m.
SUNDAY MATINEE

2:00 p.m.
ACROSS FROM THE FAIRGROUNDS - Phone

Dinner.
November A, 1972
Lowry Center Ballroom
--

COW Students
$2.00
Adults
$3.00
Children
$1.50
Call Bab cock International
Rouse, Ext, 341 for reserva-

tions.

1
keeping the groups small
and as informal as the

system allows, the students
have gained a confidence in
their ability to question."
- Elaine is taking a number of classes and also assisting professors. Recently she was appointed
Student Editor for the English section of the college
magazine. Mike and Elaine
are also trying to organize
a one act play to be put
on for Alumni day. "Last
year's effort was so successful that we've found
ourselves with quite a reputation to uphold."
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Doors Open 7:30 p.m.

STOP BY AND SEE US!

Wooster-ln-hrt- ia

NOW SHOWING

54TH ANNUAL

HOMECOMING WEEKEND.

r

tries."

Wooster-ln-Ind- ia
the program are raised
repreeach year by students sentatives are not missionworking with the Wooster aries In the classical sense
in India committee on our of the term. They serve
campus. Dinners, sales, in various capacities at
and fund drives all contribEwing Christian College,
ute towards maintenance of namely as teachers, dorm
this student organized proresidents and students. Not
gram.
being occupied with full
To better understand the time course work affords
Wooster - in - India prothem the opportunity toor- gram, we should try to ganize diverse programs
view the purpose through and informally meet with
the eyes of the present repIndian students.
"Each
resentatives. Even with rep, by being his own inone year of experience in dividual, sometimes inIndia, Mike finds it "hard comprehensible, self has
to write about the purpose shown a different face of
of the program without the exotic and mysterious
sounding starry-eyed-".
In West. At the same time
each has brought back his
own impressions of an
amazing, sometimes maddening, but always f adnat-in- g
India."
as for riie particular
programs with which the

present reps are working,

The
Wooster Lumber Co,

"j2r-

People's Party recruiting on left, U.S. Navy recruiting on
right.' (Photo by Tom McCune)
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rainy season, the academic
machinery at E wing is once
again in high gear.' '
constitution.
years, the
For forty-tw- o
Jim Bean asked Council
Wooster
India
In
committee
what the significance of
worked to send a recent
chartering a group is. has
Wooster graduate to Ewing
Christian College in Allahabad, India. The
representative. "The reD sentative acts as a tutor, sult was a constant and
jj Minglewood
counselor, and liaison be- ,fresh flow of information
0 DCCD IPC IVIMC
fl tween Wooster and Ewing and Impressions between
for a two year term. Mike the two schools, or more
a
B Sooth at Pimu Railroad
and Elaine are continuing Important, the two counq

a
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By Jeff Adair
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The 1972 7 Homecoming
Queen sponsored by - the
V

Inter-Secti-

Council CSC)

on

will be Introduced, to the
people In football pre-gaactivities tomorrow. ISC
voted to Inform the queen
of her selection before the
public announcement at the
game. "
Candidates , might be
driven, to the stadium in
convertibles provided by
George Lamb Chevrolet.
Jim Davis, ISC president,
was to contact the agency
to try to get cars. If cars
are not lent. Section members will provide mem.
One man was nominated
to be queen. However,
rules say only a woman
member of the senior class
is eligible to be queen.
ISC is also sponsoring
the bonfire and pep rally
tonight. A fire permit has
been granted for the fire
that will consist mostly of
cardboard. Jeff Kraybill
of second section has been
the chairman for all of the.
ISC sponsored homecoming
me

.

.

programs.
Art McCombs told
.

ISC

HarambeeHouse,
and Black Forum are sponsoring a homecoming
dance. The dance is not
to be considered a protest,
but an alternative to the
traditional dance. Davis
encouraged ISC members
to have their section members attend the alternate
dance If they want to.
that

BSA

:

. Don Noll of the College
Bookstore told ISC representatives ; the store can
order fraternity jewelry
and favors through the Balfour company. The company already has dies for
most of the Sections.
Orders would be processed
through the bookstore.
Section members would only be allowed to buy Jewelry of their section. Noll
also said it would be possible to give men discounts
for Section sweatshirts. A
current Balfour catalogue
was given to the ISC representatives for possible
discussion with their Section members.
ISC has been asked to
sponsor a door tojdoor collection drive for Muscular
Dystrophy in Wooster. The
group will sponsor the
drive on November 12 only
if another townagency contacted before ISC does not
accept the offer. Dave
Buss, representative from
seventh section, said the
drive would be a good opportunity to prove sections
to the community. All ISC
members were in favor of
the drive.
The organization still
does not have a faculty ad-

12 Qiieen

Contest

Without knowing the whole

guidelines from ISC.

to Sections has come about
because of Hell Week, Davis said. Aprovision in the

story behind the complaints

they make. It is hoped this
forum may clear some

Several possible guidelines were presented at the
static.
meeting. All parties at the
Inter-SectiCouncil meeting agreed the ISC
should be more
(ESC) met with two Deans
Any infractions
Camand the Chairman of
pus Council Jim Turner re- of ISC guidelines in pledging, initiation and other
cently. Jim Davis, Presiactivities would be dealt
dent of ISC, said the meeting was an open forum rap with internally by the ISC
before it would be lodgsession, and all participants learned more about ed by Council. The guidelines for determining inthe others' positions.
be drawn up
fractions
The meeting was for ISC by the ISCwould
by
approved
and
to determine what Campus Council.
Council and Doris Coster
Davis said everyone
and Ken Plusqullac of the
a little at the meet
learned
Dean's Office want from
ing. He also said that
anti-secti-

on

on

self-govern-

.

not putting any
on the ISC.
Council could pressure
ISC Davis added, in several areas, such as pre- -,
senting the new charter.
Last spring ISC was to
to
present their charter
Council, but because of adCouncil,

limT Davit

the sections.
The Deans would like to
give ISC more responsibility by allowing ISC to
govern more Section activities than they have in the

,

past. Council wants both a

--

"better,

commitment

and?

Shepherd Preaches Sunday
Guest preacher at Westminster Church for Homecoming Sunday will be the
Rev.

J. Barrie

Shepherd,

Ambassador

Jha to Speak
continued from page on

ated from the University
of Edinburgh, earning his

will
speak on "The Gift of
Hope". Background scripIsaiah 40:1-- 11
ture will be21:25-28.
Mr.
and Luke
Shepherd is now serving
as Chaplain at Connecticut
London,
New
College,
he has
position
a
Conn.,
held since 1967. He is an
Assistant Professor of Rewho

pastor-elec- t,

degree in History and Philosophy. He received his
BJD. from Yale University
Divinity School, and his
M.A. in Biblical Studies
from Yale University
Graduate School.
Mr. Shepherd summarizes his role as pastor as
"not to convert people to
anything; rather itis to open
up the rfcfi" possibilities of
the religious dimensions of
human experience and to S
explore them with my conv
gregation."
Dr. William Morrison
will be liturgist; Westmin- r
ster Choir will sing, and
Mr. Robert Fritz will beat J
the organ.

ligion as well as chaplain.
Time is 10:30 ajn.

affairs began in the late

1950s when he was elected

General
Agreement of Trade and
Tariffs. Since men he has
represented India at several international conferences Including those of
the World Bank and International Monetary Fund,
and has been India's chief
spokesman at a number of
consortium meetings.
Ambassador Jhe was
elevated to the key post of
Governor of the Reserve
Bank of India In July 1967.
In that capacity, he progressively geared the

Chairman

.

of

of development, with special regard to vital but weak
sectors of the economy.

The Ambassador is a
connoisseur of ancient
sculpture, and has in his
collection pieces dating
from the 1st century B.C.
He is a devotee of music
and modern painting, and
a scholar of literature and
languages.
The speech is open to the
.public. without, cbaxgew

Born in England he spent
his youth there but attended
Bathgate Academy, West
Lothian, Scotland, leaving

to work in the
family business. He completed his secondary education through evening

there at

is

ministrative changesln
ISC, the deadline was postponed by Council until the
winter quarter of 1973.The
charter must be approved
before any sections hold
rush functheir Insecond
new
charter,
the
tions.
the sections will declare
existing
their reasons for campus.
on the Wooster
Davis said the deadline for
presenting the new charter
will be met, and hoped to
have the charter ready before the deadline.
Recent student opposition

FLANNEL SHIRTS
SNORKEL PARKAS
USED FIELD JACKETS
BLANKETS
ICE CHEST

ATS

C.P.O. SHIRTS
USED OVERCOATS
CAMP CANDLES
NEW & USED PAKS

FREE FELT TIP MARKER

RAIN WEAR

Army-Nav-

y

Do come in

Mon-Thurs.-F- .ri.

Till 9 p.m.

quadrangle.

He

said these functions are for
the good of the college
community and not just the

.Sections.

Thistle

Awards

Cash Prizes
David
Thistle
Dunlop and Jane Stribling
have announced the winners of the Thistle Fine
co-edit-

ors

Arts Contest.
In the literature

cate-

gory, Pat Becken stein was
awarded first place and a
ck
$25 prize, and Paula
received a second
place $10 prize.
in the visual arts contest, Pam Hostetler captured first place and a $25
prize. Rick McCleary, in
the same category, received second place and a $10
Em-eri-

prize.

and see our fabulous collection of
beautiful clothes.

JBeulalx

(Secltttl Skop

THE BOOK NOOK
Good Selection of Books

Adult and Juvenile
For those Special Gifts
201 E. Liberty St.

THE BOOK NOOK

g002

JWCJC
SCOOS!

In honor of Homecoming,

McDonald's will be open this Saturday
night until 1:00 a.m.

DESERVE A BREAK TODAY!

Store
MCDONALD'S

Open

Section

4

YOU

Whitey's

weeks. Initiation activities
would be under the Jurisdiction of the ISC.
Davis related several
programs sections have
sponsored such as a homecoming queen and the welcome back dance in the

We've enjoyed having you for a customer in the past
and look forward to serving you again.

WITH EACH PURCHASE

SHOES . BOOTS

new ISC charter will allow
Sections to decide whether
thet want to have hell

lAJelcome Hack

.

15

classes and correspondence courses. He gradu
P-CO-

ing.

pressure

visor.
The three men who wrote
a letter to the Voice op-

posing Sections were invited to the next ISC meeting to voice their oppositions. Davis feels several
people, such as these three
: men speak against sections

Sponsors
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540 Beall Ave.
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Last Saturday the Fighting Scots were brutalized
by a ferocious Wittenberg
defense to the tune of a
24-- 0
Ohio Conference de-

feat.

Although the Scots played
offensive game,
their defense did better
than the score would Indicate. Aided by superb field
position, the Wittenberg
:

a poor

Tigers scored three times
on drives which . started

Inside the Wooster 30. The
82 yard drive at the opening of the second half was
more than enough to defeat
the Scots who never had a
real scoring threat in the
game.
The deepest penetration
of the Scots was only to
the Tiger 30 and that was
on the opening drive. After
that the Wittenberg defense
refused admittance to their
40. Obviously fired up by
the
their homecoming,

The Tiger defense should
given credit for the
severe case of dropsy suf-

impressive

again. Joe repeatedly laid
the ball into the receiver's
hands only to see it fall
out again.

Cross Country Team

Ties Wittenberg
By K. C. Jensen

The Wooster Scot Cross
Country team was surprised by two Wittenberg freshmen Saturday and forced to
settle with a 28-- 28 tie.
The two amazing freshmen were Gianque who finished first touring Wittencourse In
berg's five-mi- le
the time of 25:24 and
Brooks who ran second at
26:03.

The top runner for Woo-

ster was once again

Andy

co-cap-tain

Naumoff.

Naumoff finished third in

ers.

fered by Scot receivers.

looked

the time of 28:23.
Finishing fourth was
Wooster runner Jay Frlck
in the time of 26:32. One

second behind Frlck was
teammate Dave Brown.

.

.

In all, the Scots were up
against what was definitely
a better team and should
not be berated for loosing
to a team who is one of the
best in the Conference.
There were bright spots.
The secondary played one
of their best games and the

A LEAGUE

performance was admirable. Tomorrow is Homecoming and the Scots will
have to be at their best if
they expect to beat Heldle-ber- g.
Heldleberg features
an excellent quarterback
and is rolling this year.
They are undefeated (6-and hot off a victory over
powerful Baldwin-Walla-

I

I

4--

I

Photo by Rick Legge

ce.

Sco t ties Beat Witt , Kent
2-4-

-2.

the Wooster team.
However ; the Scottles
still "did not play "good"
hockey until they met
Wittenberg at home on Saturday, and decisively beat
them 0.
Wooster dominated the ball most of the
game, and combined a tough
defense with a new attacking offense. Mellnda
Weaver scored once again
for the home team in the
first half. Two goals by
Barb Steltz and one more
by Terri Reath put the game

out of reach. Coach Ruth
was especially
pleased i wittu Saturday's,
performance
and - com"Not until the
mented,
on Saturday did the
fame
cotties put it together."

Jones

4--

A make-u- p
game wim
Kenyon on Monday, a home
contest with Ohio State on

Thursday are scheduled for
the week. Then, on Saturday at 10:00, the Scottles
meet Ohio Wesleyan for
their Homecoming game.

FOOTBALL

6
2

B

I

0),

Putting an offensive atWooster and Wittenberg tack together for the first
will run against each other time this season the Woagain this Saturday at men's Hockey Team deWoosters Homecoming. feated two skilled teams
Along with Wittenberg, over the weekend, and imWooster will play host to proved their season record
Ohio Wesleyan and Capital. to
The Homecoming meet
will begin at 1:20 pjm. The
four teams will start and
The Scottles traveled to
finish in Severance Stadium Kent State on Friday and
in front of the grandstands. came from behind in the
second half to win 1.
Sophomores
Ellen Rea and
STANDINGS
Mellnda Weaver scored for

W

7th Section
6th Section
5th Section
Brady's
8th Section

'

""

I

line, although weakened by
the loss of Bill Harris did
not do a bad job. Grunda' s

2--

INTRAMURAL

:

four shocked Tiger defend-

be

and

O

.

met.

It is said mat a good secondary can Intimidate a
receiver into dropping the
ball even if he is wide open.
This the Scot ends did repeatedly. The player who
suffered the most from the
stone hands of the ends was
quarterback Joe Grunda,
who came into the game

jr

Probably the best single
offensive play of the. day
for the Scots came on a
wrong pattern by an end.
On the fake punt play late
in the fourth quarter. Rick
Koeth caught a Bob Mac-ori- tti
lob pass for 19 yards
and a first down. The play
was designed for the two
ends to do down and outs,
but Koeth instead curled in
and caught the ball between

man the Scots, played an
extremely physical game
roughing-u- p
more than one
Scot to the point of leaving
the game. On one kickoff
a Scot player, standing up
after making a block, was
hit hard enough to break
off the facemask of his hel-
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Tigers, although smaller

By Jon Hull
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LEAGUE FOOTBALL

1st Section
4th Section
1st Floor Douglass
3rd Floor Douglass
Kenarden "E"
Kenarden
Babcock
2nd Floor Douglass

W

L

3
2
3
2

0
0

1

1

1

2
3
3

1
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

1

BASKETBALL FOUL SHOOTING (FINAL)
6th Section
7th Section
5th Section
2nd Section

Faculty
1st Section

197
191
190
180
172
160

8th Section
3rd Section

35
33
Individual Champion
Stu Good fellow, 5th Section
44 of 50 foul shots

'
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U
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88
.

from the
charity
stripe

--

Wooster' s offense on corner before center Barb Stelz scores one of her two goals in the Wittenberg game. (Photo by Dede Lee)
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Sets Avenge Lossl

,

by Jeff Moore

fans will recall, Denison
beat Wooster
in a
ht
contest, to end
the Scots' OAC winning
streak at 23 games. Eager
to avenge last" year's defeat, the hooters topped
hard-foug-

university.

It was a must game for
both teams. Wooster was
undefeated in three conference games, while Denison,
with a 2 and 1 mark shared
the OAC lead with the Scots
and Ohio Wesleyan.. Last
year, as Wooster soccer

Denison by a score of

3--

1 1

.

"The Elf" Vows To Burn Jacket

-

1- -0,

Last Saturday the Woos-t- er
Scot soccer team traveled to Granville, Ohio, to
play last year's Ohio Conference champs and Wooster's biggest conference
rival. The Big Red of Den-is- on

Pag

VOICE

-

2,

in overtime.
A small, but vocal contingent of Wooster fans
cheered as the Scots came
from behind twice to win
what may prove to be the
most exciting game of the
season.
Denison' s first
tally came early in the
first half on a penalty kick
that managed to get by

very strong and it seemed
only a matter of time before Wooster would score

Wooster's ace goalie, Howard Cohen. Wooster and
Denison then played to a
stalemate until Wooster got
on the scoreboard mid-w- ay
through me second half on
a goal ,by Tom Kazembe,
from a pass by teammate
Craig "The Rave" Levin-sk- y.

ranked sixth in the midwest. Horst Stemke,
of the United States
soccer team,
Olympis
n
Bay, and
plays
co-cap-

again. The winning goal
came mid-winto the
first .overtime period on a
goal by Craig Levinsky.-Foa moment, however,
the Scots' Jubilation had a
when
temporjry
Levlnsky was apparently
Injured while scoring
Wooster's
goal. The big center-forwa- rd

for-Gree-

ay

.

tain

r

set-ba- ck

Denison, however, eager
to get back on top, took
less than fifteen seconds
to score again. This

game-winni- ng

oc-cu- red

was not to be kept
when Denison fordown and managed to play
ward Tom Downey took, the remainder of the game
advantage of a Wooster dedifficulty.
fensive mistake to kick in without
partial- victory
The
a goal to make the score larly sweet to was
halfjunior
1,
Denison.
George
back
Fryburg.
This goal would have
Elf," as George is
emotionally crushed a les- "The
by his
affectionately
ser team, but not Wooster. teammates, called
transferred
p
fire-uIt actually seemed to
Denison his sophothe Scot soccer squad. from
year,
more
after playing
Wooster shelled the Denisoccer
and
lacrosse
for the
son goal to no avail for Big Red. George vows
to
seven minutes until sophojacDenison
burn
his
letter
more sensation Sam Patket after Wooster beats
terson looped a shot over Denison
again next year.

r

-

i- r

.

"

2--

outgoalkeeper's
the
stretched arms to once
more even the score, at
2.
The score remained
tied through the final horn
which necessitated two
overtime periods.
Wooster played Its best
soccer of the game in the
overtime. Trapping, passing, and defensive work wa s

'tu

rn
Jim Bartha, Tom Kazembe, and an unidentified Big Red "butt
under the ball. (Photo by Kurth)

Friday,

non-confere-

Wooster--, bombed by Wittenberg 24-- 0 last weekend

In a divisional clash, hosts

another OAC powerhouse
in Heidelberg Saturday.
The Student Princes are
undefeated in six outings.
Like Wittenberg, Heidelberg heads into the Wooster contest fresh off a big
three-poi- nt
victory over
Red Divlsionf avorite
Last Satur
day the Student Princes
Baldwin--

Wallace.

knocked off

B-- W

10--7

while

the Tigers topped the Yel
the prelow Jackets
week.
vious

12-6-

p"

"
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Fighting Scot SOCCER vs.

Wisconsin-Gree-

Boy

n

3:00 p. m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28

9:30 a.m.
Junior Varsity SOCCER vs. the Alumni
10:00
a.m.
Wesleyan
Ohio
HOCKEY
vs.
Scottie FIELD
12:00 noon
Scot SOCCER vs. Ohio Wesleyan
Fighting Scot CROSS COUNTRY vs. Capital, Muskingum,
1:20 p.m
Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg
1:30 p.m
Fighting Scot FOOTBALL vs. Heidelberg

-1.
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undefeated in OAC play.
Game time will be noon.

Bay is a
very strong team and is

25-24-

L

year, except for Denison.
and Wooster are both

OWU

contest.

nce

Wisconsin-Gre-

worse than mediocre. We
--were terrible."
Saturday's game, Wooster's 53rd Homecoming,
will mark the first meeting
of the two teams since 1949.
Heidelberg won that last
contest 59-- 0 but the Scots
finding receivers, and when lead in the series
-4
in
we did find receivers, they Wooster is
.
Homecoming
clashes.
dropped the ball. We were
"Defensively we didn't
do a bad job considering
that we were always in poor
O'Brien
field position,"
observed. "Offensively we
couldn't seem to do anything right. We missed
assignments, had trouble

n

Bay invades Carl Dale Memorial Field. Wooster will
have to be sharp in this

homecoming "Fire" For Scots?
It' s out of
News Services
pan
and
into the
frying
the
fire for the Wooster Scots
in the Ohio Conference Red
Division title race.

Wisconsin-Gree-

W
I

-

17-- 14

Wittenberg

and Heidel-

berg share the top spot in
the Red Division with 2- -0
ledgers.
The Scots are
tied with Capital for third
place with -1 records.
A Heidelberg victory
would virtually eliminate
Wooste from the title
picture. Head coach Pat
O'Brien acknowledges that
it will take a complete
in team performance to keep the Scots
chances alive. ;
1-

turn-arou- nd

"Heidelberg has to be the
team to beat in the Confer
,ence' stated O'Brien.
"
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'They've already knocked
off two favorites in Ohio
Wesleyan and Baldwin-Walla- ce.
They're near the
top of every Conference
statistical category."

V-

The Irishman would like
to forget Wooster's showing against Wittenberg and
hopes that his team can
- he
do the same.
.

I

should prove to be a
formidable obstacle to a
Wooster victory.
Saturday, the Scots take
on the Battling Bishops of
Ohio Wesleyan University
in Wooster's Homecoming
game. Ohio Wesleyan was
the only Ohio Conference
team to beat Wooster last

under their belts, they cannot letup. Wooster's biggest soccer weekend of the
season is still ahead. This

ute

1

(Photo by Kurth)

Although the Scots have
this very important game

2--

five-min-

J

Goalie Howard Cohen

The bus breaks down and the soccer team hitches. Team mechanic Roy Thomas was able to fix the bus before the team
.
hitched very for. (Photo by Kurth)
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We don't make a lot of noise, but this' is where ifs
really happening. You see, a large corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world a little more de-- v
cent place to live. And we intend to do what we ean to see
that this is exactly what happens.
.
home
city,
our
lake
Rochester, New York for exam- - .
pie. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air .
pollution by using electrostatic precipitators in a new combustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we've been--'
experimenting with film as a way to train both teachers and
students including some students who wouldn't respond to
' .
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.
.

--

jcj'Scs

' Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society. . . but helps protect another possible. source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantaged . . . but helps stabilize communities in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children . . . but helps create a whole new market.
In short, ifs simply good business. And we're in business to make a profiL But m fiirtrjering our business mteres
, we also further society's interests.
And thafs good. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.
.

:
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More than a business.

